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For more information on the below items, see APC Senate Reports 2016-17. 

 
Business Completed 
 

1. eLearning Policy (passed) 
 

2. Golden 4 by 40. Collaborated with orientation (integrated into online orientation training) 
and the Vice Provost’s office (marketing campaign) to better structure Golden 4 
completion. These discussions generated the advising policy work below.  APC 
identified this item and the advising work as target projects based on our review of the 
strategic plan in an effort to further the plan.  

 
3. CCAT Priority Registration (denied) 

 
4. ADA and Classroom Signage.  Worked with SDRC and Facilities to develop classroom 

signage and tagging of ADA furniture. 
 

5. Thesis Embargo. Worked with Graduate Council on thesis embargo policy changes. 
 

6. New Faculty Development. Worked with Provost’s office to make sure that all chairs had 
timely notice to reserve Fridays for new faculty development. (This came out of 
discussions of academic advising training for new faculty).  

 
7. eLearning and Disruptive Students. Initiated conversation among key staff and faculty.  

No policy needed.  Actions to be taken by eLearning based on meeting conversation. 
 
Business Initiated 

1. Change to the Common Rule - Chair initiated communication with IRB.  Chair scheduled 
meeting with IRB in late May.  IRB anticipates work on Human Subjects Policy in Fall 
2017. See continuing business noted below.  

 
2. International Student Support. Chair met with Ge-You Liu, Director of the International 

Center. Ge-You started in Spring 2017.  The Center had been without a director for 
some time.  He was interested in building stronger communication between the center 
and faculty related to international students and their success.   

 
3.  uDirect. Drafted policy. Senate suggested and committee agreed that there was already 

a policy in place and no other policy was needed.  Mary Virnoche and Andy Stubblefield 
(uDirect Committee Chair) met with the Deans in May 2017.  The purpose of the meeting 



was to set in motion Dean work on asking/requiring Chairs to work with their faculty to 
set at least 1 milestone and communicate that information to the registrar.  

 
8. Bookstore Textbook Processes.  Facilitated meeting with bookstore staff and regional 

manager to address problems with service around textbook orders.  
 
Recommended Business for 2017-18 
 

1. Honorary Degree Policy Revision (Sent to Senate for First Reading. Follow Up). 
 

2. Posthumous Degree Revision (Drafted. Present to APC for Approval) 
 

3. Bookstore.  Check in with Chairs and Deans on Fall startup with the bookstore.  
Communicate with Joyce Lopes and David Nakamura.  

 
4. International Students - Schedule Informational Item for All Chairs with Provost. Maybe 

senate? Structures and Needs. Faculty Communication with Center on students.  Ge-
You Liu, Director, International Center. 

 
5. uDirect. Follow up on May meeting.  See above.  

 
6. eLearning  Policy Follow Up 

a. F2F major/minor course requirement (take to chairs).  We dropped the clause in 
the policy that said that all classes required for a major must be offered face-to-
face. This should be revisited for student success purposes. 

b. Rate schedule.  The policy required the development of a rate schedule.  Follow 
up as oversight to make sure rate schedule has been developed. 

c. Mounting and staffing classes (CAHSS Chairs concern).  Review policy for 
provisions around appointments. Fact find at college chairs meetings to discern if 
there are problems either with policy not being followed and/or if the policy needs 
revisions to clarify departmental/program control.  

 
7. Common Rule Changes and Revisions of Human Subjects Research Processes (with 

FAC and IRB) 
 

8. Advising Policy including Academic Probation Interventions (with FAC).  Mary Virnoche 
(outgoing APC chair and incoming FAC chair) will continue work with Kathy Thornhill 
over the summer on the advising policy. The plan is to get feedback from advising staff, 
college chairs, ICC, APC and FAC before the policy moves out of committees and to the 
Senate for a first reading in Fall 2017 (goal).  

 
 
 



AS Year-End Report 
2016/17 Academic Year 

 
My report: 
 
AS accomplishments from the year include a name change from Council to Board of Directors, 
decrease of one of each college representative, the establishment of two new positions Social 
Justice and Equity Officer and Environmental Sustainability Officer, the approval of a new 
budget, which includes supporting the new Scholars Without Borders group and the AS Presents 
Empowerment Series, the hiring of a new Executive Director who is the first HSU AS ED to be 
only the employee of the AS instead of both Administrators and the AS Board, the passing of 
multiple resolutions including the advising that the Pepsi Exclusivity Rights Contract not be 
resigned, held a town hall with students for the Pepsi Contract cancellation Initiative, it was 
successful, added a Vision (with three sections of Equity, Empowerment, and Well-Being) and 
Commitments section (focusing on board member's responsibilities to the most marginalized of 
students, to social and environmental justice, to each other and themselves) into the AS 
Constitution, approved a Strategic Plan for the following 5 years that includes an extensive 
SWOT analysis, reassessed board member responsibilities, lobbied at the capital, hosted a walk 
out against the tuition increase, attended and worked with the California State Student 
Association, developed the use of working groups to accomplish and start tasks such as the 
initiative of increasing institutional memory within AS, offered a trial run of a bus program that 
provides a cheap opportunity for students to travel south, and we have transitioned to a new 
Website that will have a calendar with student committees for increased transparency and 
access.  
 
Working through the Senate, AS has brought forward resolutions of  
1. Adding the Director of ODIE as an Ex-Officio member of the Senate,  
2. A Sense of the Senate Resolution to ask the President and Pepsi Task Force to not resign the 
Pepsi Pouring Rights Contract nor resign with Coca-Cola.  
3. Granted permission to AS to send out up to four emails to the student body per semester 
 
On behalf of Jessie, Reza, the Humboldt State Associated Students, and myself it is an honor to 
have been able to serve on the University Senate, thank you. 
 
Jonah Platt 
Sociology Major 
Humboldt State University 
1 Harpst St 
Arcata, CA 95521 
(707) 497-7028 
jmp1307@humboldt.edu 
 

mailto:jmp1307@humboldt.edu


Constitution & Bylaws Committee 
Summary Report for AY 2016-2017 
 

I. Committee Information 
A. Members: Jeffrey Abell (Chair), Joice Change (Faculty), Kathryn Guzman 

(Student), Jeremy Shellhase (Faculty), Mary Watson (Staff). 
B. One faculty position was vacant for the entire academic year. 
C. CBC held 13 meetings at roughly bi-weekly intervals (8 in Fall; 5 in Spring). 

 
II. Items of Business Completed 

A. Approved Resolutions 
1. Amend the Senate Bylaws to Clarify Quorum Requirements for Standing 

Committees (#01-16/17-CBC).   This amendment explicitly allows 
committee members to appoint a proxy and requires at least one 
committee member from each electorate be present in person or as 
proxy in order to meet quorum. 

2. Amend the Senate Constitution to Specify Time Limits for Electorates to 
Ratify Senate Constitution Amendments (#05-16/17-CBC; ratified by all 
Senate electorates by Feb 2017).  This amendment stipulates a deadline 
during the semester for the Senate to recommend a Constitutional 
Amendment to the electorates; and a deadline at the end of the 
semester for electorates to review and vote on the proposed 
recommendation.  Ratified by electorates in February 2017. 

3. Adopting a University Policy on Policies, Procedures, and Guidelines 
(#06-16/17-UPC).  The UPC authored this policy.  CBC discussed the draft, 
first and second readings of this policy at a few of our meetings and 
offered a number of revisions to the UPC.   

4. Amend the Senate Constitution to Include the Executive Director of the 
Office of Diversity and Inclusion as an Ex-Officio Member of the Senate 
(#08-16/17-Sadeghzadeh/Platt; ratified by all Senate electorates by Feb 
2017).  AS authored this amendment.  The CBC reviewed and 
recommended edits, which were incorporated into the final revision 
recommended by Senate.  Ratified by electorates in February 2017. 

5. Amend the Senate Bylaws to Alter Requirements for Notifying the 
President of Senate Action (#15-16/17-CBC).  This amendment removed 
language regarding Presidential notification/approval of Senate action 
from the bylaws.  The UPC’s Policy on Policies now includes such 
language.   

6. Amend Senate Bylaws Include University Policies Committee as a 
Standing Committee of the University Senate (#21-16/17-Ex).  SenEx 
originally proposed this resolution.  CBC replaced the resolution with the 
actual bylaws changes that were required to form the standing 
committee.   

B. Resolutions Pending Approval 



1. Amend the Constitution of the University Senate to add new section: 
10.0 Interpretation (#16-16/17-CBC; ratified by Associate Students and 
Staff; pending ratification by General Faculty in Fall 2017). This 
amendment moves the CBCs “interpretational powers” from the bylaws 
into the Constitution.  If approved, CBC could make interpretations 
related to the Constitutionality of any Senate actions in addition to their 
consistency with Senate bylaws and other policies.  Amendment also 
requires at least two Senators to request an interpretation and allows for 
a majority of the Senate to reject a CBC interpretation. 

2. Amend the Senate Bylaws to allow outgoing Senators to vote for next 
year’s offices if incoming Senator is not present at officer election (not 
yet submitted as first reading).  On a vote of 4-0, CBC approved a first 
reading bylaws amendment that alters voting eligibility for the election of 
Senate officers.  Text of resolution can be found in the CBC report from 
the April 24, 2017 Senate meeting.   

C. Interpretations 
1. Pending: definition of “University Community” member as it relates to 

Standing and Ad-hoc committee meetings.    On a vote of 5-0, CBC 
agreed that a minimum definition for members of the “University 
Community” should include: a) currently employed administrators, 
faculty and staff; b) currently enrolled students; c) emeritus faculty, 
retired administrators and retired staff; d) alumni and e) current adjunct 
faculty.  Committee did not bring forth a formal interpretation to Senate 
because: a) the Constitutional amendment on 10.0 Interpretation was 
still pending; and b) further Senate input is required to insure the 
definition has the appropriate breadth. 

D. Discussion Items  
1. Adding Humboldt CFA President as a Voting member.  CBC discussed 

this at the request of FAC.  This was an effort to “re-balance” the faculty 
proportion on the Senate after adding the ODI Director to Senate 
membership.  CBC saw no issue giving the CFA president the right to vote.  
Were it granted, however, the committee strongly felt the Labor Council 
rep should also have the right.  CBC delayed further discussion at the 
request of FAC. 

III. Unfinished Items of Business 
A. Improving communication of standing committee work.   CBC discussed ideas 

for improving communication of standing and ad-hoc committee work.   
Committee considered a bylaws amendment that mandates an agenda 
notification and posting deadline for Senate standing committees.  Stipulating a 
formal deadline and procedure might promote improve communication of 
standing committee business.  But committee also recognized the burden such a 
deadline might place on the committee Chair.  Committee also considered 
improved advertising of the committee business and agendas (which already 
appear in the Senate reports).  At request of committee, Bella Gray developed an 



example of a committee notification webpage through the Live25 scheduling 
system: https://25live.collegenet.com/humboldt/calendar.html   

B. Lecturer role in department- and college-level shared governance processes.  
Committee discussed whether temporary faculty who meet General Faculty 
eligibility requirements should have guaranteed voting rights in college and 
departmental decision-making processes (with exception of personnel matters).  
Committee reviewed college bylaws, General Faculty Constitution and AAUP 
Statement on Shared Governance for guidance.  Committee generally agreed 
that lecturers should have voting rights at these levels of governance if they 
meet eligibility requirements for the General Faculty.  However, the committee 
was reluctant to make a formal recommendation to Senate until further 
information was gathered and further discussion could take place.  Senate 
instructed CBC to work with FAC and gather more info on lecturer participation 
in shared governance.   

C. Posting of vote tallies with all election results.  The committee did not initiate 
discussion on this topic. 

D. Document editing.  Committee did not pursue editing of the Senate Standing 
Committee listings in Section 800; nor further editing of gender-specific language 
in the Faculty Handbook.   
 

IV. Committee Info for AY 2017-18 
A. Continuing members: Joice Change (Faculty), Jeremy Shellhase (Faculty), Mary 

Watson (Staff).   
B. New members: George Wrenn (Chair), student member will be appointed at 

start of Fall semester  
 

V. Recommendations from the outgoing Chair to the new CBC 
A. Prepare senate bylaws amendment to remove Section 14.0 Interpretation.  This 

will be necessary if electorates ratify the Constitutional amendment adding 
section 10.0 Interpretation.  Chair suggests initiating this amendment first thing 
in Fall and conditioning its approval on the ratification of the Constitutional 
amendment. 

B. Submit senate bylaws amendment allowing outgoing Senators to vote for 
Senate officers.  This should happen by end of Fall semester so that the 
amendment is in place in time for the Senate officer election in early Spring. 

C. Follow through on business related to communication of standing committee 
work.  Bella Gray has already put some programming effort into this and the 
committee should evaluate that platform with broader input from Senate.   

D. Follow through on the definition of “University Community” members.  It 
seems prudent to have a clear definition of who may attend meetings since 
standing committee chairs have no discretion in restricting attendance (outside 
of executive sessions which must be moved into from an open meeting).    

https://25live.collegenet.com/humboldt/calendar.html


E. Follow through on the lecturer’s role in shared governance.  The argument that 
a member of the General Faculty should have voting rights at the college and 
department level is a strong one with sufficient justification from the AAUP’s 
statement of shared governance.  At present, the college bylaws are inconsistent 
with respect to what constitutes membership in the college and how that 
membership “translates” to the Department level.  CAHSS gives the most 
deference to lecturers, CNRS the least.   Practices at the department level are 
likely “historical” and not in writing.  They may also be at odds with the college 
bylaws.  CBC should conduct a review of department written policies and seek 
Senate input on standardizing college policies. 

F. Carefully track adherence to recent governing document amendments and 
policies.  With a new Senate Office ASC coming on board, it seems prudent for 
the CBC Chair to work closely with the Senate chair, the new ASC and the 
incoming parliamentarian to insure: 

1. Standing committees are tracking and meeting the qualified quorum 
requirements that are now in effect. 

2. Senate members are meeting the Senate Offices document posting 
deadlines without overburdening the new ASC.   

3. The Senate office is meeting the deadline for Presidential notification of 
Senate actions. 

4. The President and Provost are meeting the deadlines for feedback on 
Senate recommended policies.  

 
Jeffrey Abell (Chair) prepared this report on behalf of the Constitutions and Bylaws Committee. 
  
Membership: Jeffrey Abell (Chair), Joice Change (Faculty), Kathryn Guzman (Student), Jeremy 
Shellhase (Faculty), Mary Watson (Staff). 
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Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC) 
Final Report for Academic Year 2016-17 

Prepared by George L. Wrenn, Chair 
 
COMPLETED BUSINESS 2016-17 (chronological) 

 
1. Early Tenure and Promotion and Gender Inequities 

a. FAC reviewed data on early tenure and promotion, which provides some 
evidence of gender inequities over the previous nine years (2007/08-2015/16). 
(For data, see: Faculty Affairs Committee Report – September 21 and 28, 
2016, 
https://www2.humboldt.edu/senate/sites/default/files/Committees%20Reports
%2010-4-16.pdf). 

b. FAC also reviewed Appendix J language (Section IV.F.5) on early tenure and 
promotion and concluded that criteria are clear and that no changes are 
necessary.  

c. FAC concluded that departmental personnel committees and mentors should 
encourage dissemination of information about early tenure and promotion, 
and that it is especially important to convey information and advice equitably 
across gender lines. The Committee deemed RTP Workshops an excellent 
opportunity to make early tenure and promotion options more widely known. 
 

2. Sense of Senate Resolution on Confidential Student Evaluations  
a. Jeff Dunk (Environmental Science & Management) visited the Committee on 

September 21, 2017 to request development of a resolution in support of a 
confidential teaching evaluation process that would allow identification of 
students whose comments on evaluations are of a nature to warrant 
disciplinary action. His and other departments have encountered numerous 
examples of harassment, demeaning or foul language, or other derogatory 
comments addressed to female faculty. 

b. FAC put forward a Sense of the Senate resolution strongly urging CFA and 
CSU to replace CSU’s anonymous teaching evaluation process (CBA Article 
15.17) with a confidential process, and encouraging this change in the next 
contract. The Senate passed Resolution 07-16/17-FAC on November 15, 
2016 (Ayes: 24; Abstentions: 2).  

 
3. Sense of Senate Resolution on Adoption of Guidelines on Intellectual 

Property Agreements Resulting from Extraordinary University Support 
a. President Rossbacher visited FAC on October 12, 2016 to discuss options 

for moving forward with campus I.P. policy related to Extraordinary Support, 
following the President’s decision on I.P. policy (24-15/16-FAC; passed by 
Senate) and passage of 02-16/17-Abell/Thobaben, “Resolution Demanding 
President Rossbacher Approve the University Senate Recommended 
Intellectual Property Policy for Humboldt State University.”  

b. FAC subsequently developed “Guidelines on Intellectual Property 
Agreements Resulting from Extraordinary University Support”: 1) to provide 
a framework defining Extraordinary University Support for those entering 
into intellectual property agreement, and 2) in response to the CSU 
Collective Bargaining Agreement 2014-2017, Section 39.6, which stipulates 
that Extraordinary University Support “be addressed by separate individual 
agreements at the campus.” 

https://www2.humboldt.edu/senate/sites/default/files/Committees%20Reports%2010-4-16.pdf
https://www2.humboldt.edu/senate/sites/default/files/Committees%20Reports%2010-4-16.pdf
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c. FAC submitted Resolution 20-16/17-FAC for First Reading on February 21, 
2017; Senate referred the resolution back to committee to put forward as a 
Sense of the Senate resolution. This was introduced and passed the Senate 
on March 7, 2017 (Ayes: 21; Nays: 1; abstentions: 2).  

 
4. Cultural Competence in RTP 

a. Noah Zerbe (Politics) and Rich Boone (CNRS Dean) visited FAC on 
January 18, 2017 to advocate addressing cultural competency in faculty 
professional development in a more systematic and thorough way. A 
wide-ranging discussion focused on the importance of providing 
continuing education and ongoing training in this area, the nature and 
prevalence of the problem to be addressed, academic freedom, the value 
of addressing cultural competency in RTP standards and signaling its 
importance to the University; inclusion of faculty lecturers; the need for 
appropriate terminology; and Appendix J language on teaching 
effectiveness (B.1.a.6): “Constructive and professional relationships with 
students are important for a strong academic program, therefore, it is 
expected that faculty demonstrate sound academic advising, effective 
counseling of students on course-related matters, the ability to work with 
a diverse student population, and availability of the faculty member on a 
regular basis to assist the academic needs of students.” 

b. FAC members expressed strong concerns about incorporating a cultural 
competency requirement into RTP.  

 
5. Briefing from Committee on Faculty RTP Criteria and Standards 

a. Claire Knox and Yvonne Everett (Co-chairs, Committee on Faculty RTP 
Criteria and Standards) visited FAC on March 22, 2017 to brief the 
Committee on accomplishments and ongoing work in key areas: fourteen 
departmental standards were to be approved, nine of which will be 
addressed in 2017-18, with the next cycle of five-year reviews to begin in fall 
2019; comparative analysis of standards is underway and has revealed the 
need to promote effective models and provide templates to departments in 
preparation for the next cycle; work with IUPCs is needed to ensure that 
standards are applied effectively in evaluation; the current process is 
working well; the next cycle will benefit from the continuity and institutional 
memory provided by the Committee. 

b. FAC was also asked to review Appendix J and the Senate Constitution and 
Bylaws to determine if the Committee sunsets after 2016-17. FAC 
determined that the Committee does not sunset.    

 
6. Resolution on Adoption of a Laboratory Teaching Evaluation Instrument 

a. Professor Zoellner (Chemistry) requested development of a teaching 
evaluation instrument for laboratories, citing the lack of lab-specific questions 
on the university-wide instrument and concerns with administration of teaching 
evaluations when an instructor teaches both lecture and lab.    

b. FAC subsequently developed an instrument, which was vetted in the College 
of Natural Resources and Sciences, and put forward a resolution (25-16/17-
FAC, April 11, 2017) recommending adoption in fall 2017. The resolution 
passed following a Second Reading on April 25, 2017 (Ayes: 20; Nays: 1; 
Abstentions: 4). 
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ONGOING BUSINESS 
 

1. Excess Enrollment Resolution (APC/FAC joint resolution) 
Mary Virnoche asked for FAC input on a joint Resolution on Excess Enrollment 
Policy. FAC reviewed at its February 1, 2017 meeting and emailed suggested 
revisions. In subsequent SenEx discussion, Virnoche indicated that the Resolution 
would remain in committee so that APC can consult more widely regarding 
implications for workload and compensation. FAC expressed concerns about 
ambiguous, poorly worded language in the 1993 policy and the draft policy’s provision 
allowing substitution of graduate or student assistants for WTUs. FAC believes that 
very important workload and compensation issues are at play in the resolution and 
may want to take the resolution up. 

 
2. Department Chair Assigned Time   

Monty Mola (Physics and Astronomy) visited FAC on February 15, 2017 to 
request review of assigned time for department chairs, citing inequities in the 
distribution of assigned time and the need for a baseline. FAC obtained data 
(from Volga Koval) on assigned time, along with data on faculty and student 
FTE by department. Preliminary analysis of the data showed significant 
variation in department chair assigned time. 2016-17 FAC Chair will provide 
data and preliminary analysis to incoming Chair.  
Koval requested that FAC provide feedback on how to normalize descriptive 
data associated with assigned time activities. FAC has not provided this.    
 

3. CFA President Voting Rights 
In January, FAC developed a “Resolution to Amend the Constitution of the University 
Senate to Grant Voting Membership to the CFA President.” SenEx subsequently 
reviewed the Resolution and proposed discussion of CFA President voting rights at 
the March 28 Senate meeting. Senate discussion resulted in a call for additional 
feedback and broader discussion of membership and voting rights in 2017-18.    

 
4. Faculty Lecturer Participation in Shared Governance 

In spring, FAC developed a survey with incoming Chair Virnoche, which the 
Office of Institutional Effectiveness administered on May 4, 2017. The survey 
asks lecturers how they are involved in shared governance and departmental 
decision-making. The decision to develop the survey resulted from Kerri Malloy’s 
(Native American Studies) meeting with FAC in December 2017. He asked the 
Committee to address equity issues for faculty lecturers who choose to be 
involved in shared governance. FAC will analyze and report survey results in 
2017-18.   

 
5. Review of Faculty Service Awards requirement 

Concerns have been expressed about the lecture requirement for the Faculty 
Service Award. Should the requirement be reformulated to allow the option of 
a more service-oriented activity (e.g., a panel or meeting for students where 
the importance of service is discussed)? FAC reviewed but did not follow 
through on this item.  

 
6.  Class and Classroom Scheduling 

Faculty continue to express concerns about the class scheduling system. FAC 
obtained graphed data from the Office of Institutional Effectiveness in spring 
2017 and requested Schedule25 data from Bella Gray (Events Coordinator) on 
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the number and types of unscheduled and manually scheduled classes each 
semester (Schedule25 typically can’t place up to 100 classes each semester). 
Requested data could not be provided by the end of the academic year.     
 

7. Intellectual Property Policy 
Through the work of the Academic Policies Committee, faculty I.P. rights in 
relation to online education were strengthened in 2016-17 (Resolution 09-
16/17-APC). The President has yet to approve the “Guidelines on Intellectual 
Property Agreements Resulting from Extraordinary University Support,” which 
the Senate approved on March 7, 2017. In 2017-18, various aspects I.P. 
policy will require review, clarification, or other action. These include: 

a) The status of the Extraordinary Support Guidelines approved by the 
Senate; 

b) The relationship of Sponsored Programs I.P. policy to overall 
campus I.P. policy (see “Intellectual Property Procedures” in SFP 
Administrative Manual: http://www2.humboldt.edu/forms/node/909);  

c) The status of HSU’s I.P. policy (pending adoption of a system-wide 
policy, which circulated in draft in spring 2017.       

 
8. Faculty Presence on Campus Resolution 

In fall 2016, Mary Virnoche asked FAC to consider re-submission of a Resolution 
on Faculty Presence, tabled in 2012, that reaffirms the importance of, and the 
University’s commitment to, the sustained presence of faculty on campus. FAC 
discussed re-submission but did not proceed; the resolution may require 
updating to reflect current realities. 

 
9. Faculty Handbook Clean-up 

The Faculty Handbook contains references to numerous non-existent positions. 
FAC was unable to complete this review in 2016-17. 

 
10. Teaching Evaluation Instrument Assessment 

FAC submitted a request to the Office of Institutional Effectiveness on April 18, 
2017 for institutional reporting of teaching evaluation scores and response rates. 
This request follows up on Senate Resolution #17-13/14-FAC (passed 
November 12, 2013, see Attachment #2), which tasks IRP (now OIE) with 
providing, through the Faculty Affairs Committee, a report of "institution-level 
data on the previous term’s teaching evaluations." The request is pending and 
follow-up with OIE is needed. 

 
11. Other 

Other issues brought to FAC’s attention but not taken up in include:  
• Variations in evaluation of advisors (issue originated in Faculty RTP 

Criteria and Standards Committee and was brought to FAC’s attention by 
Senate chair Alderson); 

• Creating an undo mechanism for teaching evaluations (for students who 
evaluate the wrong class); 

• Limiting Senate voting on curricular issues to faculty; 
• Incentivizing completion of teaching evaluations through early release of 

grades. 
      

http://www2.humboldt.edu/forms/node/909


2016/2017 Year End Report 
Integrated Curriculum Committee 

 
In the 2016-17 Academic Year, the ICC 
 

• Responded to over 250 Curriculum proposals 
• Offered feedback to policy proposals from the Academic Policies Committee, 

including the e-learning policy 
• Approved substantial revisions to programs in Geology, Graduate English, and 

Liberal Studies Elementary Education (the latter was not approved at the University 
Senate) 

• Approved co-requisite remediation plan for first time freshman who require one 
semester of math remediation 

• Revised and aligned the 5–year program review process within PREP to HSU’s 
strategic plan and to the WASC institutional report (in consultation with Academic 
Programs and the Office of Institutional Effectiveness).  As part of the new 5-year 
program review process, the ICC piloted a new subcommittee (Peer Program 
Review committee) to provide feedback to four of the 5-year program reviews that 
were received this past March. 

• Partnered with the Academic Programs, the Office of Institutional Effectiveness, and 
the Academic Senate to conduct three student success summits. 

 
The first summit (September 13) helped us to identify campus-wide 
curricular and program initiatives designed to support student success.  
Several of those initiatives are underway, thanks to the support of the 2025 
graduation initiative.  The second summit (December 6) characterized the 
critical need for all members of the academic community to be engaged in 
this work, highlighted some of the promising practices already underway on 
campus, and challenged each academic department to identify at least one 
specific initiative that might better support success for students in their 
programs.  The third summit (April 13) provided specific supports to 
departments as they implement the initiatives that have been identified.  
Supports included information on 1) developing first a first-year focused 
program 2) Block scheduling, 3) Student physical and mental well-being, 4) 
Implementing early alert best practices, 5) Major Academic Plans, course 
rotations, and u-direct, 6) Professional Advising and the learning center, and 
7) Using Canvas to help students succeed. 

 
• Provided feedback to the GEAR committee, particularly related to program-level 

outcomes for the General Education curriculum 



• Provided feedback on CSU system-wide curricular concerns, including the 
Quantitative Reasoning Task Force, and EO 1071 (revised guidelines by the CSU 
Chancellor’s office on options within a major program of study) 

• Discussed the need for coherent guidelines for colleges and programs who are 
working toward development of first-year programs, including the re-purposing of 
Area E from upper division to lower division. 

• Discussed with the GEAR committee and collected feedback on the question of 
double-counting both American Institutions courses with other General Education 
requirements (the AMP subcommittee decided against recommending a change to 
the current policies at this time, but welcomes proposals for courses that meet both 
American Institutions and a lower-division GE) 

 
 
Work still in progress 
 

• Curriculum Proposals from 2016-17 
• Formalize the new Peer Program Review Subcommittee in the ICC constitution 
• Provide support, review plans for Programs affected by EO 1071 
• Guidelines for first-year experiences, and repurposing Area E courses within these 

experiences. 
 

 
 



2016-2017 Year End Report 

University Policies Committee 

Members: John Meyer, Chair (faculty, Politics); Andrea Achilli (faculty, Environmental Engineering); 
Justus Ortega (faculty, Kinesiology); David Hickcox (staff, ITS); Reza Sadeghzadeh (student, Associated 
Students); Joyce Lopes (VP Admin, ex officio); Peg Blake (VP Student Aff/Enroll Mgmt, ex officio); Randi 
Darnall Burke (partial year designee for VP Blake). 

NOTE: While the UPC served as an ad hoc committee during AY16-17; the University Senate voted to 
amend its bylaws to establish the UPC as a standing committee beginning in AY17-18. 

The following agenda items were addressed by the UPC during the year (status or resolution in red): 

1. University Policy on Policies, Procedures, and Guidelines: Create a clear and unified process for 
the university to recommend and review policy via the University Senate, and to distinguish 
policy from procedures and guidelines. Policy recommended by Senate and approved by the 
President.  
- Next steps required by the policy include cataloguing all existing university policies and 

creating an updated University Policies website. UPC drafted recommendations shared with 
Senate Chair and to be shared with University President for the implementation of workload 
and systems for cataloguing policies.   
 

2. Review of University Committees, with goal of making recommendations for the streamlining of 
committee structure, accountability, and decisionmaking: UPC reviewed Cabinet for Institutional 
Change’s 2010 committee chair survey; planned to revise instrument and update survey. 
Initiated planning for an updated committee inventory based upon partial, existing lists held by 
the Senate and University divisions. Work suspended due to request from chair of Constitution 
and Bylaws Committee, who argued that these duties fall within their charge as specified in 
Senate bylaws.  
 

3. Academic Information Technology Committee: Received and reviewed letter signed by 19 
faculty requesting an Academic Information Technology Committee. Following our review of the 
information provided to us by faculty and ITS, our committee's meeting with representatives of 
each, and our subsequent deliberation, we arrived at the following conclusions and 
recommendations, which were accepted by the Provost: 

1) there are strong reasons to form such an academic advisory committee, and substantial 
agreement among the stakeholders involved about both the value and general contours of 
such a committee. 
2) the committee must have robust participation by members of the faculty and should be 
co-chaired or chaired by a faculty member. 
3) the NCSU advisory committee is a model that can serve as an appropriate starting point 
for identifying the membership and charge for such a committee at HSU: 
https://oit.ncsu.edu/governance-strategy/it-governance/committees/itsac-academic-
technology/.  
4) the functions of existing user groups, disappearing task forces, and other mechanisms for 
consultation regarding academic IT should -- wherever possible and appropriate -- be 

https://oit.ncsu.edu/governance-strategy/it-governance/committees/itsac-academic-technology/
https://oit.ncsu.edu/governance-strategy/it-governance/committees/itsac-academic-technology/


incorporated into the charge of this new committee. This point is important to members of 
the UPC, as we are convinced that there is much value in streamlining the overall number of 
committees meeting on campus, while ensuring meaningful consultation, oversight, and 
shared governance. 
5) the charge of this committee should focus upon ensuring effective communication among 
all stakeholders, clear procedures and guidelines for software and hardware choices, and 
transparent processes of prioritization.  
6) because the needs for this committee are in the areas detailed in the previous point, and 
not primarily focused on broad university policy, it would not be appropriate for this to be a 
committee of the University Senate (which is a policy-recommending body), but instead 
should be housed within the Office of Academic Affairs. 

4. Decommissioning of EM:P07-02 Humboldt State University Policy on Web Accessibility: campus 
policy superceded by CSU policy. Recommended by the Senate via general consent calendar.  
 

5. Decommissioning of EM:P11-11 HSU Data Center and Telecommunications Physical Access 
Policy: campus policy superceded by CSU policy. Recommended by the Senate via general 
consent calendar.  
 

6. Revision to University Email Accounts Policy: Proposal discussed with Josh Callahan, ITS. 
Concerns raised by director of HR/APS; taken under advisement by University President. No 
action taken by UPC.  
 

7. Proposed updates to committee charges and membership for Sports Facility Scheduling 
Committee. Reviewed by UPC and recommended for Senate approval. Pulled from general 
consent calendar at final spring meeting.  
 

8. Proposed permanent charge and membership for (existing ad hoc) Landscape Advisory 
Committee. Recommended by the Senate via general consent calendar.  
 

9. Proposed revision to Campus Naming Policy. Recommended by the Senate via general consent 
calendar.  
 

10. University Policy on Animals on Campus: Goal of drawing together and clarifying protections and 
requirements of various aspects of state and federal law; protecting the health and safety of 
students, faculty, staff, visitors to campus, and animals; respecting the legal rights of those with 
Service, Assistive, or Emotional Support animals. Policy recommended by the Senate; President 
reported that she is requesting CSU General Counsel review before acting.   
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